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The Landscape has Changed

Banks continue to deleverage their balance sheets after regulators

increased their capital requirements

• UK banks ahead of European counterparts in deleveraging but still

more to come throughout 2015.

• High street banks have mixed track record of losses in highly

leveraged/ complex transactions.

Low interest rate environment creates investor demand for yield across

the risk spectrum.

The combination of factors has driven significant change in how

European M&A / “event driven” financing activity is funded with the arrival

of non-bank lenders (typically either direct lending funds or institutions)
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New market is dominated by influx of alternative lenders - around 65-

70 alternative lenders with capital to invest in the European debt markets.

What do they do? Mostly secured senior debt in the form of a unitranche

loan. Some second lien / mezz, although not prevalent - unitranche

dominates the UK non-bank market. Some funds can invest across the

capital structure from senior debt to minority equity positions.

How does this affect SMEs? With an excess of liquidity in the upper mid

market, alternative lenders are becoming more relevant to smaller

companies as liquidity flows to find a home. Alternative lending is

increasingly available to companies with less than £5m EBITDA + and a

defensible niche/ proposition.

How big is the market? In 2014, alternative lender market invested more

than €10bn worth in over 200 transactions.

The New Market for SME Finance
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• The alternative lender market provides a more flexible and tailored

source of capital for transformative finance events (M&A, refinancing,

restructurings, major capex projects) but increased complexity makes

it harder to compare offers.

• Whilst banks might require cash equity buffer alongside their debt for

event financing, alternative lenders have shown themselves more willing

to accept implied equity – that lack of dilution can transform

shareholder returns. This has been a contributing factor toward the

increased M&A activity in 2014 + 2015. (See next slide for example of

how a debt funded acquisition can transform equity value).

• Access to direct lending funds is no longer reserved for transactions

back by financial sponsors. As the market moves increasingly towards

the US model, direct lenders with look to build relationships with

successful private companies.

Impact on Corporate Finance
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Transforming Equity Value 

Through Debt Led Acquisition
£5m EBITDA company in 2015 creates £17.8m incremental equity value in 4 years

through debt funded acquisition

Assumptions

- £5m EBITDA / EV = 7x EBITDA, - 5% EBITDA growth p.a., - ABC Ltd cash free/ debt free in 2015, - DEF Ltd acquired using 100% debt, - Acquisition costs = 5% of 

consideration, - Unitranche cost 10% all in cash interest, - 10% capex p.a. = Depreciation, - 20% Tax Rate, - £1m hard cost synergies from acquisition
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Which Funding Solution is the Right one for me?

Alternative Lenders

• No operational involvement

• Maintenance covenants

• Costs vary but c.10% p.a. + fee

• Interest only options

• 1-3 month execution

Private Equity

• Hands on / board involvement

• Owner dilution

• Exit focussed

• Target 25% IRR

• 1-3 month execution

Bank Debt

• Lowest cost option

• Covenant heavy

• Full banking suite of products

• Slower execution (2-4 months)

Status Quo

• Potential missed opportunities for 

transformational growth

• Often not the most efficient capital structure

Navigating the New Market
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Alternative Lenders Banks

Price Alternative providers have fund return hurdles and require 

a higher yield. Often priced with a Libor floor so companies 

wont always get the benefit of falling Libor. Prepayment 

penalties will also apply.

Libor + interest margin. No penalties for early 

repayment.

Repayment Non-amortising bullet loans are a key feature of alternative 

providers and a strong benefit to acquisitive, capital

intensive or growing companies that need to invest in 

working capital.

Up to 50% of loan to be amortising. Larger companies 

usual expect 30%-40% amortisation.

Covenants A more flexible approach to covenants, albeit <£10m 

EBITDA companies shouldn’t expect too many 

concessions. 30% EBITDA headroom.

Full suite of maintenance covenants expected –

Interest Cover, Cash Flow Cover, Leverage and Capex 

covenants. 25%-30% EBITDA headroom. 

Relationship Unproven through the cycle. Expected to take a rational

approach to protecting their investment. Fund managers 

likely to be main contact through the cycle.

Try to compete against funds on relationship, but 

workout / special situation teams will take over when 

performance falls below a certain level and banks 

require the ability to sell the loan to anyone.

Execution Known for speed of decision making and execution. 

Reputation dependant on execution.

Complex credit processes and variety of approvers. 

Reputation less affected by execution.  

Hold Sizes Will often look to put as much money to work as possible 

relative to fund size and credit quality

Usually no more than £25m in the mid-market

Types of 

Facilities

Term Debt (Unitranche, Second Lien, Mezz), RCF Term Debt (Senior), RCF, Overdraft, ABL, Clearing

Do your aims align with alternative or traditional bank lending?

Navigating the New Market
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Conduit Corporate Finance is an independent, employee-owned, corporate
finance provider. We offer pragmatic and un-conflicted client focused support for
all event driven financings, including; MBOs, Acquisitions, Refinancing,
Restructurings and Rollouts.

Exclusive Network - Conduit Corporate Finance has relationships with
hundreds of finance providers, including: banks, alternative lenders, private
equity and high net worth individuals.

Unique Experience - An up to date understanding of the new UK SME funding
landscape alongside decades of deal making experience.

Deal Focus - Conduit Corporate Finance is part of Conduit Finance who have
delivered hundreds of transactions for our private, property, commercial and
corporate customers since 2007.

Fully Aligned - Principals transact not just manage teams. Client focused with
no conflicts of interest.

Conduit Corporate Finance
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What Conduit Corporate Finance does

� Utilising our network of HNW individuals,

family offices and PE houses, banks and

alternative debt providers, we can

structure and execute a funding round

tailored to the requirements of the

business and the owners.

� We arrange and organise competitive

processes between finance providers,

negotiating on your behalf to find the

best commercial deal.

Event Finance

MBO

LBO

Private placement

Acquisition

Recap

Refinance

Restructure



The Team
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Stuart Donald

Stu joined Conduit in 2015 to help expand the offering to

Conduit’s corporate clients.

He has previously worked for Citigroup, Deutsche Bank and

Santander with diverse sector experience across: healthcare,

technology, business services, hospitality and leisure, having

worked across the spectrum from £2m capex facilities up to €2bn

securitisations with a track record of arranging and executing

financings for MBOs, LBOs, secondary buyouts and acquisitions.

He has a BA (Hons) from Strathclyde University, an MSc from

Edinburgh University and an MBA from Columbia Business

School and London Business School.

Stu@ConduitFinance.com

0131 564 0172 07793037652

Jamie Davidson

Jamie founded Conduit Finance in 2007 after identifying a gap

in the mid market for a boutique advisory firm. Jamie has

delivered senior debt mandates across the spectrum up to

£125m

He is responsible for leading the team, the strategy of the

business and supporting clients who require complex funding

solutions. Jamie is also a Director of Property Finance Finder

and Conduit Private Finance.

Jamie has previously worked for: Bank of Scotland, Clydesdale

Bank, AEGON , Prudential and St James’ Place.

Jamie@ConduitFinance.com

0131 564 1970 07919 863 0340
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Appendix – Examples of Live Transactions
Buy Side Mandate

Sector: Leisure

Funding Requirement: £15m-£20m

Capital: Structured Debt + Equity 

Buy Side Mandate

Sector: Caravan Parks

Funding Requirement: £20m - £25m

Capital: Debt + Equity 

Development Capital

Sector: Student Accommodation

Funding Requirement: £15m-£20m

Capital: Structured Debt + Equity 


